star sister

Sweet sister of the moonlight,
My trusted friend in the night,
We've been here for so long, we've seen
We've watched the mountains rise
And the ashes fall.
Oh sweet sister,
Teach me how to breathe in deeper,
Remind me to believe in Her.

Together we build
Lightness to fill
The endless Darkness.
We are dragons breathing fire
Something warm to admire
We are monsters
Making magick from the flowers

Here we stand-
In infinite becoming.
Growing brighter and brighter,
Isn't it something?
My sister,
We get to be together,
Again and again and again
and again
Again and again and
Again
and again.

I love you for who you are
I know we were made from the same star,
And though it can be so very hard
We are strong enough in our hearts.

So here we stand-
In infinite becoming.
Being brighter and brighter,
Aren't we just something?
My darling sister,
We'll always be together
    Again and
    again and
    again
    Again
    and again.

Until forever.
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